Public Statement: Scholars Warn of Potential Genocide in Gaza

15 October 2023

As scholars and practitioners of international law, conflict studies and genocide studies, we are compelled to sound the alarm about the possibility of the crime of genocide being perpetrated by Israeli forces against Palestinians in the Gaza Strip. We do not do so lightly, recognising the weight of this crime, but the gravity of the current situation demands it.

The pre-existing conditions in the Gaza Strip had already prompted discussions of genocide prior to the current escalation – such as by the National Lawyers Guild in 2014, the Russell Tribunal on Palestine in 2014, and the Center for Constitutional Rights in 2016. Scholars have warned over the years that the siege of Gaza may amount to a "prelude to genocide" or a "slow-motion genocide". The prevalence of racist and dehumanising language and hate speech in social media was also noted in a warning issued in July 2014 by the UN Special Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide and Special Adviser on the Responsibility to Protect, in response to Israel's conduct against the protected Palestinian population. The Special Advisers noted that individual Israelis had disseminated messages that could be dehumanising to the Palestinians and that had called for the killing of members of this group, and reiterated that incitement to commit atrocity crimes is prohibited under international law.

Israel's current military offensive on the Gaza Strip since 7 October 2023, however, is unprecedented in scale and severity, and consequently in its ramifications for the population of Gaza. Following the incursion by Palestinian armed groups on 7 October 2023, including criminal attacks against Israeli civilians, the Gaza Strip has been subjected to incessant and indiscriminate bombardment by Israeli forces. Between 7 October and 9:00 a.m. on 15 October, there have been 2,329 Palestinians killed and 9,042 Palestinians injured in Israeli attacks on Gaza, including over 724 children, huge swathes of neighbourhoods and entire families across Gaza have been obliterated. Israel's Defence Minister ordered a "complete siege" of the Gaza Strip prohibiting the supply of fuel, electricity, water and other essential necessities. This terminology itself indicates an intensification of an already illegal, potentially genocidal siege to an outright destructive assault.

Late on 12 October, the Israeli authorities issued an order for more than 1.1million Palestinians in Gaza City and the northern Gaza Strip to leave their homes and flee to the south of Gaza within 24 hours, knowing that this would be practically impossible for many. Palestinians who did start to evacuate south reported that civilians and ambulances were targeted and hit by Israeli airstrikes on the designated "safe route", killing at least 70 Palestinians who were fleeing to seek refuge. The ICRC stated that "the evacuation orders, coupled with the complete siege" are incompatible with international humanitarian law. Almost half a million Palestinians have already been displaced, and Israeli forces have bombed the only possible exit route that Israel does not control, the Rafah crossing to Egypt multiple times. The World Health Organisation published a warning that "forcing more than 2000 patients to relocate to southern Gaza, where health facilities are already running at maximum capacity and unable to absorb a dramatic rise in the number patients, could be tantamount to a death sentence".

There has also been an escalation of violence, arrests, expulsions, and destruction of whole Palestinian communities in the occupied West Bank and Jerusalem. Since 7 October, Israeli settlers, with the backing of the army and police, have attacked and shot Palestinian civilians at point blank range (as documented in the villages of a-Tuwani and Qusra), have invaded their homes and assaulted residents. A number of Palestinian communities have already been forced to abandon their homes, after which settlers arrived and destroyed their property. Between 7 – 15 October, Al-Haq documented the killing by Israeli military and settlers of 55 Palestinians in the West Bank, and more the injury of 1,200 Palestinians there.
Statements of Israeli officials since 7 October 2023 suggest that beyond the killings and restriction of basic conditions for life perpetrated against Palestinians in Gaza, there are also indications that the ongoing and imminent Israeli attacks on the Gaza Strip are being conducted with potentially genocidal intent. Language used by Israeli political and military figures appears to reproduce rhetoric and tropes associated with genocide and incitement to genocide. Dehumanising descriptions of Palestinians have been prevalent. Israeli Defense Minister Yoav Gallant declared on 9 October that “we are fighting human animals and we act accordingly”. He subsequently announced that Israel was moving to “a full-scale response” and that he had “removed every restriction” on Israeli forces, as well as stating: “Gaza won’t return to what it was before. We will eliminate everything.” On 10 October, the head of the Israeli army’s Coordinator of Government Activities in the Territories (COGAT), Maj. Gen. Ghassan Alian, addressed a message directly to Gaza residents: “Human animals must be treated as such. There will be no electricity and no water, there will only be destruction. You wanted hell, you will get hell”. The same day, Israeli army spokesperson Daniel Hagari acknowledged the wanton and intentionally destructive nature of Israel’s bombing campaign in Gaza: “The emphasis is on damage and not on accuracy.”

Since 2007, Israel has defined the Gaza Strip as a whole as an “enemy entity”. On 7 October, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said that Gazans would pay an “immense price” for the actions of Hamas fighters. He asserted that Israel will wage a prolonged offensive and will turn parts of Gaza’s densely populated urban centres “into rubble”. Israel’s President emphasised that the Israeli authorities view the entire Palestinian population of Gaza as responsible for the actions of militant groups, and subject accordingly to collective punishment and unrestricted use of force: “It is an entire nation out there that is responsible. It is not true this rhetoric about civilians not being aware, not involved. It’s absolutely not true”. Israeli Minister of Energy and Infrastructure Israel Katz added: “All the civilian population in Gaza is ordered to leave immediately. We will win. They will not receive a drop of water or a single battery until they leave the world.”

Evidence of incitement to genocide has also been present in Israeli public discourse. This ranges from statements by elected officials – such as Knesset member Ariel Kallner’s call on 7 October for “one goal: Nakba! [catastrophe for Palestinians] A Nakba that will overshadow the Nakba of 1948” – to public banners displayed in Israeli cities calling for a “victory” signified by “zero population in Gaza” and the “annihilation of Gaza”. On national television, security correspondent Alon Ben David relayed the Israeli military’s plan to destroy Gaza City, Jabaliyya, Beit Lahiya, and Beit Hanun. Such statements are not new and resonate with a wider Israeli discourse showcasing the intent for elimination and genocide against the Palestinian people. Earlier in the year, for example, Israeli Minister of Finance Bezalel Smotrich called Palestinians “repugnant”, “disgusting” and called for “wiping out” the entire Palestinian village of Huwwara in the West Bank.

On 12 October 2023, a group of UN Special Rapporteurs’ condemned “Israel’s indiscriminate military attacks against the already exhausted Palestinian people of Gaza, comprising over 2.3 million people, nearly half of whom are children. They have lived under unlawful blockade for 16 years, and already gone through five major brutal wars, which remain unaccounted for”. The UN experts warned against “the withholding of essential supplies such as food, water, electricity and medicines. Such actions will precipitate a severe humanitarian crisis in Gaza, where its population is now at inescapable risk of starvation. Intentional starvation is a crime against humanity”. On 14 October 2023, the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the occupied Palestinian territory warned against “a repeat of the 1948 Nakba, and the 1967 Naksa, yet on a larger scale” as Israel carries out “mass ethnic cleansing of Palestinians under the fog of war”.
The Palestinian people constitute a national group for the purposes of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (the Genocide Convention). The Palestinians of the Gaza Strip constitute a substantial proportion of the Palestinian nation, and are being targeted by Israel because they are Palestinian. The Palestinian population of Gaza appears to be presently subjected by the Israeli forces and authorities to widespread killing, bodily and mental harm, and unviable conditions of life – against a backdrop of Israeli statements which evidence signs of intent to physically destroy the population.

Article II of the Genocide Convention provides that "genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group."

All states are bound as a matter of law by the principle that genocide is a crime prohibited under international law. The International Court of Justice has affirmed that the prohibition of genocide is a peremptory norm of international law from which no derogation is allowed. The Convention provides that individuals who attempt genocide or who incite to genocide “shall be punished, whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public officials or private individuals”.

Article I of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide provides that: “The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which they undertake to prevent and to punish”. The International Court of Justice has clarified that “a State’s obligation to prevent, and the corresponding duty to act, arise at the instant that the State learns of, or should normally have learned of, the existence of a serious risk that genocide will be committed. From that moment onwards, if the State has available to it means likely to have a deterrent effect on those suspected of preparing genocide, or reasonably suspected of harbouring specific intent (dolus specialis), it is under a duty to make such use of these means as the circumstances permit”.

Palestinian human rights organisations, Jewish civil society groups, Holocaust and genocide studies scholars and others have by now warned of an imminent genocide against the Palestinian population in Gaza. We emphasise the existence of a serious risk of genocide being committed in the Gaza Strip.

The undersigned urgently appeal to states to take concrete and meaningful steps to individually and collectively prevent genocidal acts, in line with their legal duty to prevent the crime of genocide. They must protect the Palestinian population, and ensure that Israel refrains from any further incitement to genocide and from the perpetration of conduct prohibited by Article II of the Genocide Convention.

All states should immediately act under Article VIII, and should call upon the competent organs of the United Nations, particularly the UN General Assembly, to take urgent action under the Charter of the United Nations appropriate for the prevention and suppression of acts of genocide. We note specifically the role of the General Assembly here, given that the Security Council is compromised by the United States and the United Kingdom (both permanent veto-holding members) sending military forces to the eastern Mediterranean in support of Israel.
We recall that in 1982, the General Assembly condemned the massacre of Palestinian civilians in the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps as “an act of genocide”. We note also that the state of Palestine is entitled to initiate, in accordance with Article IX of the Genocide Convention, proceedings before the International Court of Justice in order to prevent the perpetration of genocidal acts.

Finally, we call on all relevant UN bodies, including the Office on Genocide Prevention and the Responsibility to Protect, as well as the Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court to immediately intervene, to carry out the necessary investigations and invoke the necessary warning procedures to protect the Palestinian population from genocide.
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324. Humeira Iqtidar, King's College London
325. Humoud Y. Alfadhli, Assistant Professor of International Law, Kuwait University
327. Idil Abdillahi Assistant Professor, TMU.
328. Ignasi Bernat, Postdoctoral Researcher, Department of Sociology, University of Barcelona
329. Inessa Hadjivayanis, PhD candidate, SOAS.
330. Inge van Nistelrooij, associate professor, University of Humanistic Studies, Utrecht.
331. Intan Suwandi, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Illinois State University.
332. Ira Bhaskar, Retd. Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India
333. Iqra Anugrah, Research Fellow, International Institute for Asian Studies, Leiden University.
334. Ira Bhaskar, Retd. Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India
335. Irene Van Staveren, professor of economics, Erasmus University Rotterdam.
336. Irina Ceric, Assistant Professor, University of Windsor Faculty of Law
337. Isabel Huacuja Alonso, Assistant Professor, Columbia University
338. Isabella Camera d’Afflitto - Honorary Professor, Sapienza università di Roma
339. Jeannette Graulau, Associate Professor, CUNY
340. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
341. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
342. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
343. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
344. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
345. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
346. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
347. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
348. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
349. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
350. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
351. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
352. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
353. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
354. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
355. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
356. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
357. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
358. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
359. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
360. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
361. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
362. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
363. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
364. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
365. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
366. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
367. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
368. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
369. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
370. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
371. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
372. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
373. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
374. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
375. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
376. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
377. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
378. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
379. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
380. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
381. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
382. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
383. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
384. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
385. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
386. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
387. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
388. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
389. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
390. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
391. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
392. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
393. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
394. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
395. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
396. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
397. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
398. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
399. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
400. Jillian Rogin, Associate Professor (Law), University of Windsor.
431. Laurie King, Teaching Professor, Department of Anthropology, Georgetown University
432. Layli Uddin, Lecturer, Queen Mary University of London
433. Leena Grover, Associate Professor of International Law, Tilburg University
434. Leila Ullrich, Associate Professor of History Emeritus, Dartmouth College
435. Lena Alhusseini, PhD Student, California Institute of Integral Studies
436. Leo Spitzer, Professor of History Emeritus, Dartmouth College
437. Leon Sealey-Huggins, Assistant Professor of Global Sustainable Development, University of Warwick
438. Leticia Rovira-Facultad de Humanidades y Artes- Universidad Nacional de Rosario – Argentina
439. Leyla Neyzi, Research Fellow, University of Glasgow
440. Lila Pine, Associate Professor, New Media, Toronto Metropolitan University
441. Liliana Suárez, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid
442. Lillian Robb, PhD Candidate Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies Geneva
443. Lisa Hajjar, Professor of Sociology, UC Santa Barbara
444. Livia Wick, Associate Professor, American University of Beirut.
445. Liyana Kayali, Postdoctoral Research Fellow, University of Sydney
446. Lori Allen, Reader in Anthropology, SOAS University of London.
447. Lucia Sorbera, Senior Lecturer and Chair Arabic Language and Cultures, The University of Sydney
448. Lucia Sorbera, Senior Lecturer and Chair Arabic Language and Cultures, University of Sydney
449. Luigi Daniele, Senior Lecturer in Law, Nottingham Trent University
450. Luis Andueza, Lecturer in International Development, King’s College London
451. Luis Eslava, Professor of International Law, La Trobe University & University of Kent
452. M. Bahati Kuumba, Professor of Comparative Women’s Studies, Spelman College
453. M. Muhammad Ayyash, Professor of Sociology, Mount Royal University.
454. Macarena Aguilo, Académica Universidad de Chile
455. Madawi Al-Rasheed, Professor, LSE
456. Madeline G. Levine, Kenan Professor of Slavic Literatures Emerita, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
457. Madina Thiim, Assistant Professor of History, New York University
458. Maggie Ronayne, Lecturer in Archaeology, University of Galway, Galway, Ireland.
459. Maghraoui Driss, Al Akhawayn University, Morocco.
460. Maha Abdallah, Graduate Teaching Assistant & PhD researcher, Faculty of Law, University of Antwerp.
461. Maha Nassar, Associate Professor, University of Arizona.
462. Maha Shuayb, University of Cambridge and Centre for Lebanese Studies.
463. Maher Hamoud, Associate Scholar, KU Leuven
464. Mahsheed Ansari, Senior Lecturer, Charles Sturt University
465. Mahvish Ahmad, Assistant Professor in Human Rights and Politics, LSE & Co-Director LSE Human Rights.
466. Mairaj Syed, Professor, Religious Studies and Middle East South Asia Studies, University of California, Davis
467. Maisha Prome, PhD Candidate, Yale University
468. Maja Janmyr, Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo
469. Malek Abisaab, Associate Professor McGill University
470. Mandy Turner, professor of conflict, peace and humanitarian affairs, University of Manchester, UK.
471. Marcela Alvarez Pérez, Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla
472. Marcela Pizarro, Lecturer, Goldsmiths, University of London
473. Margaux L Kristjansson, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow in Native American and Indigenous Studies, Bard College
474. Maria Bhatti, lecturer, School of Law, Western Sydney University
475. Maria Cristina Paciello, researcher, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
476. Maria Federica Moscati, Reader in Law and Society, University of Sussex.
477. Maria Haro Sly, Ph.D. Candidate, Johns Hopkins University.
478. Maria LaHood, Deputy Legal Director, Center for Constitutional Rights.
479. Maria Rashid Fellow, Gender Studies Department, London School of Economics.
480. Maria Tzanakopoulou, Lecturer in Law, Birkbeck, University of London
481. Mariam Motamedi Fraser, Reader in Sociology, Goldsmiths, University of London
Mariana Gkiati, Assistant Professor, Tilburg University
Marianne Hirschberg, Faculty of Human Sciences, University of Kassel, Germany.
Marieke Potma, PhD-candidate, University for Humanistic Studies.
Marilù Mastrogiavanni, Adjunct professor in Journalism, University of Bari “Aldo Moro”
Mario Novelli, University of Sussex
Marion Kaplan, NYU, Emerita
Marios Costa, Senior Lecturer, City, University of London
Marissa Jackson Sow, Assistant Professor of Law, University of Richmond School of Law
Marjorie Cohn, Founding Dean, People’s Academy of International Law
Mark Goodman, Professor, Sociology, York University, Toronto
Marnie Holborow, Associate Faculty, Dublin City University
Marsha Henry, London School of Economics
Marsha Rosengarten, Professor of Sociology, Goldsmiths University of London
Marta Giallombardo, PhD candidate, Università degli studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia.
Marwa Daoudy, Associate Professor, Georgetown University
Marwa Neji, researcher, Ghent University, Belgium.
Mary Ana McGlasson, Director, Centre for Humanitarian Leadership, Deakin University, Melbourne
Mary Ellen Davis, part-time faculty, Concordia University, Montréal
Mary Laheen, Assistant Professor, University College Dublin
Mary Nolan, Professor of History Emerita, New York University
Marya Farah, Legal Researcher
Maryam Aldossari, Associate Professor, Royal Holloway University of London
Matiangai Sirleaf, Professor of Law, University of Maryland
Matt Howard, Lecturer, University of Kent
Matteo Capasso, University of Venice, Italy.
Maud Anne Bracke, Professor of modern European history, University of Glasgow UK
Maura Finkelstein, Associate Professor of Anthropology, Muhlenberg College
Mauricio Amar, Centro de Estudios Árabes Eugenio Chahuán, Universidad de Chile
Maysa Mikdashi, Associate Professor, Rutgers University.
Mayur Suresh, Senior Lecturer, SOAS University of London.
Mazen Masri, Senior Lecturer in Law, The City Law School, City University of London.
Mia Abeehroz, San Francisco State University
Meera Sabaratnam, Associate Professor, University of Oxford
Mehmet Erken, Istanbul University
Mehrdad F. Samadzadeh, University of Toronto
Melania Brito Clavijo, PhD candidate; Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona
Melanie Richter-Montpetit, Senior Lecturer in International Security, Department of International Relations, University of Sussex.
Melinda González, Assistant Professor, Georgetown University
Micah Khatr, Assistant Professor, University of California-Berkeley
Michael Daniel Yates, Professor Emeritus, University of Pittsburghersity of Pittsburgh
Michael Fakhri, Professor of Law, University of Oregon.
Michael Lynk, Associate Professor, Faculty of Law, Western University
Michael Rodríguez-Muñiz, Associate Professor, University of California, Berkeley
Michel Rothberg, Professor of English, Comparative Literature, and Holocaust Studies, UCLA.
Michel Fehér, Editor/Publisher, Zone books, NY.
Michelle Burgis-Kasthala, Senior Lecturer in Public International Law
Michelle Farrell, Professor of Law, University of Liverpool
Michelle Hartman, Professor, McGill University
Michiel Bot, Associate Professor, Tilburg Law School.
Miguel Valderrama, investigador adjunto Instituto de Filosofía, Universidad Diego Portales.
Mikki Stelder, Assistant Professor Global Arts and Politics, University of Amsterdam.
Minoo Moallem, Professor, UC Berkeley
Miriam Ticktin, Professor, CUNY Graduate Center.
Miriyaam Aouragh, Professor, University of Westminster.
Mirjam Twigt, Leiden University
Moara Assis Crivelente, Researcher in the Centre for Social Studies, University of Coimbra
Mohamad Arnaout, Associate Professor, Lebanese International University
540. Mohamed Adhikari, Emeritus Associate Professor, History Department, University of Cape Town
541. Mohamed Ali, PhD Candidate, Georgetown University
542. Mohamed Mathee, Senior Lecturer, University of Johannesburg.
543. Mohamed Sayed, Associate Instructor and PhD candidate at Indiana University
544. Mohamed Wajdi Ben Hammed, Assistant Professor at UC Berkeley
545. Mohammad Ataie, Lecturer, University of Massachusetts Amherst.
546. Mohammad Fakhreddine, Assistant Teaching Professor, Georgetown University
547. Mohammad Shahabuddin, Professor, University of Birmingham
548. Mohammed Abukhdeir, Abukhdeir family President
549. Mohammed Sawaie, Professor, University of Virginia
550. Mohan Rao, former professor at JNU, New Delhi
551. Mona Baker, University of Oslo
552. Monisha Das Gupta, University of Hawai‘i
553. Mridula Mukherjee JNU India Retired Professor
554. Murad Idris, Associate Professor, University of Michigan
555. Myria Georgiou, Professor, LSE
556. Mythri Jegathesan, Associate Professor, Santa Clara University.
557. Nabil Al-Tikriti, Professor, University of Mary Washington
558. Nada El-Enany, Professor of Law, University of Kent.
559. Nadje Al-Ali, Professor of Anthropology and Middle East Studies, Brown University
560. Nathaniel George, Lecturer in Politics of the Middle East, SOAS, University of London
561. Naveeda Khan, Associate Professor, Johns Hopkins University
562. Nazia Kazi, Associate Professor of Anthropology, Stockton University.
563. Nelia Al-Tikriti, Professor, University of Mary Washington
564. Nichola Khan, Professor, University of Edinburgh
565. Nicola Perugini, Associate Professor, University of Edinburgh.
566. Nicola Pratt, Professor of the International Politics of the Middle East, University of Warwick
567. Nicola Soekoe, Counsel, Pan African Bar Association of South Africa (PABASA).
568. Nichola Khan, Professor, University of Edinburgh.
1. Nikhita Mendis, Anthropology PhD Student, University of Chicago
2. Nimer Sultany, Reader in Public Law, SOAS University of London.
3. Nimet Cebeci, PhD Candidate, Harvard University
4. Nina Eliasoph, University of Southern California
5. Nina Farnia, Assistant Professor, Albany Law School
6. Nisha Kapoor, Associate Professor, University of Warwick
7. Nivi Manchanda, Reader in International Politics, Queen Mary University of London
8. Noah Salomon, Associate Professor, University of Virginia
9. Noga Wolff, Independent Scholar
10. Noor Gieles, MD & PhD student, Amsterdam UMC.
11. Nora E.H. Parr, Research Fellow, University of Birmingham
12. Norma Rantisi, Concordia University.
13. Nour El Kadri, Professor, University of Ottawa
14. Noura Erakat, Associate Professor, Rutgers University, New Brunswick
15. Noura Nasser, PhD student, LSE.
16. Nourreddine Jebnoun, Center for Contemporary Arab Studies, Georgetown University
17. Ntina Tzouvala, Associate Professor ANU College of Law.
18. Omar Al-Ghazzi, Associate Professor, London School of Economics and Political Science
19. Omar Farahat, Associate Professor, McGill University
20. Omar Jabary Salamanca, Postdoc Fellow, Université libre de Bruxelles.
21. Omer Bartov, Samuel Pisaner Professor of Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Department of History; Faculty Fellow, Watson Institute for International & Public Affairs, Brown University.
22. Omid Safi, Professor, Duke University
23. Omnia El Shakry, Professor of History, Yale University
24. Omar Kassem, University of Chicago
25. Olga Kelleher, Assistant Professor, School of Law and Criminology, Maynooth University
27. Osman Bakar, Professor of Islamic Thought, International Islamic University Malaysia
29. Oudai Tozan, PhD candidate, researcher, and tutor at the University of Cambridge
30. Özlem Biner Senior Lecturer in Anthropology, SOAS
31. Pablo Oyarzun R., Universidad de Chile
32. Padraig McAuliffe, School of Law and Social Justice, University of Liverpool
33. Paola Rivetti, Associate Professor, Dublin City University
34. Paola Zichi, Postdoctoral Research Fellow, Warwick Law School
35. Patricia Sampedro, postgraduate student in International Development at the University of Oxford
36. Patrick Shi Timmer, Postgraduate Student, King’s College London.
37. Paul Michael Garrett, PhD, D. Lit, MRIA, University of Galway
38. Paula Chakravartty, James Weldon Johnson Associate Professor of Media Studies, NYU
39. Pauline Martini, Doctoral researcher, Queen Mary University of London.
40. Pere Franch, Professor of Journalism and International Relations, Blanquerna School of Communication and International Relations
41. Pete W. Moore, Associate Professor, Case Western Reserve University
42. Peter Drury, Kent Law School, PhD Student.
43. Peter Hallward, Professor of Philosophy, Kingston University UK
44. Pietro Masina, professor, University of Naples L’Orientale.
45. Pınar Kemerli, Assistant Professor, Bard College
46. Polly Withers, Leverhulme ECF, LSE
47. Pooja Rangan, Associate Professor of English in Film and Media Studies, Amherst College
48. Popy Begum, Saint Louis University.
49. Pragya Surana, PhD student at the Graduate Institute, Geneva
50. R. Brian Ferguson, Rutgers University-Newark
655. Rachad Antonius, retired full professor, Université du Québec à Montréal
656. Rachel Brown, author of *Defusing Hate: A Strategic Communication Guide to Counteract Dangerous Speech* (Simon-Skjodt Center for Prevention of Genocide at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum)
657. Rafael Quintero Godinez Affiliation: Lecturer, Birmingham City Law School
658. Rahima Siddique, Phd Student, University of Manchester.
659. Rahul Rao, Reader, University of St Andrews
660. Rami G Khouri, American University of Beirut.
661. Ran Zwigenberg, Associate Professor of Asian Studies, History, and Jewish Studies, Pennsylvania State University.
662. Rana Kazkaz, Associate Professor, Northwestern University Qatar
663. Rana Khalaf, PhD, Centre for Conflict and Humanitarian Response - University of Manchester
664. Randa M. Wahbe; PhD student; Harvard University
665. Randa Tawil, Texas Christian University
666. Randle DeFalco, Assistant Professor of Law, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa William S. Richardson School of Law
667. Rania Muhareb, PhD researcher, Irish Centre for Human Rights, University of Galway
668. Raphael Salkie, Emeritus Professor of Language Studies, University of Brighton
669. Rashida Mwandisa, Professor, Sociology, University of British Columbia.
670. Reuven Pinnata, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Washington.
671. Renisa Mawani, Professor, Sociology, University of British Columbia.
672. Renata Filippelli, Assistant Professor at University of Amsterd.
673. Rochelle Davis, Sultanate of Oman Associate Professor, Georgetown University
674. Rodrigo de Souza, PhD, University of Sao Paulo
675. Rosemary Bannister, University of Reading
676. Rozman, Professor, University of Warsaw
677. Ruxandra Constantinescu, Assistant Professor, University of Bucharest
678. Ruby Salih, Associate Professor, University of Bologna
679. Ruth Fletcher, Reader in Law, Queen Mary University of London
680. S. Hasan Mahmud, retired professor Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi
681. S. Sayyid, Professor of Decolonial Thought and Social Theory, University of Leeds.
682. S. Yaser Mirdamadi Researcher and lecturer at the Institute of Isma‘ili Studies, London.
683. Sa‘ed Atshan, Associate Professor of Peace and Conflict Studies and Anthropology, Swarthere College
708. Saada Hammad, part time instructor, Holt Spirit University of Kaslik.
709. Saadat Umar Pirzada, Assistant Lecturer, PhD Candidate, Kent Law School.
710. Sabreena Ghaffar-Siddiqui Sheridan College.
711. Sacide Ataş, Ph.D. Candidate, Istanbul Medeniyet University.
712. Sadiya Halfjejee, Associate Professor, University of Johannesburg.
713. Sai Englert, Lecturer, Leiden University.
714. Salem Abdellatif Al-Shawafi, Professor of Philosophy, Community College Qatar.
715. Samantha Morgan-Williams, Lecturer & Director of the LLM International Human Rights Law & Public Policy, School of Law, University College Cork.
716. Samantha Payne, Assistant Professor, Department of History, College of Charleston.
717. Sadiyya Haffejee, Associate Professor, University of Edinburgh.
719. Sami Hermez, Director of Liberal Arts Program and Associate professor of Anthropology, Northwestern University in Qatar.
720. Samia Bano, SOAS, University of London.
721. Samia Henni, Cornell University.
722. Sandro Mezzadra, Professor, University of Bologna.
723. Santiago Alberto Vargas Niño, Lecturer in IH(R)L and ICL, Universidad de los Andes, Bogotá D.C., Colombia.
724. Santosh Anand, Assistant Lecturer, Kent Law School, University of Kent.
725. Santosh Mehrotra, Visiting Professor, institute for Policy Research, University of Bath.
726. Sara Alsaraf, University of Birmingham, UK, PhD Student.
727. Sara Chaudhry, Senior Lecturer, Birkbeck.
728. Sara Cheikh Husain, Research Assistant, Melbourne University.
729. Sara Dehm, Senior Lecturer, University of Technology Sydney.
730. Sara Elbrolosy, Georgetown University.
731. Sara Matthews, Associate Professor of Culture and Conflict, Global Studies and Communication Studies, Wilfrid Laurier University.
732. Sara Pursley, Associate Professor, New York University.
733. Sara Razai, Lecturer, University of Westminster.
734. Sarah Bracke, Professor, University of Amsterdam.
735. Sarah El-Kazaz, Senior Lecturer, SOAS, University of London.
736. Sarah Ghabrial, Assoc. Prof, Concordia University (Montreal).
737. Sarah Ihmoud, Assistant Professor of Anthropology, The College of the Holy Cross.
738. Sarah Irving, Lecturer in History, Staffordshire University.
739. Sarah Keenan, Reader in Law, Birkbeck College, University of London.
740. Sarah Lamble, Reader in Criminology, Birkbeck, University of London.
742. Sarah Raymundo, Assistant Professor, Center for International Studies University of the Philippines Diliman.
743. Sasan Fayazmanesh, Professor Emeritus of Economics, California State University, Fresno.
744. Scheherazade Bloul, PhD, Deakin University.
745. Scott Newton, Professor of Laws of Central Asia, SOAS University of London.
746. Sean Lee, Assistant Professor of Political Science, American University in Cairo.
747. Sean T. Mitchell, Associate Professor of Anthropology, Rutgers University-Newark.
748. Sebastián Link, PhD student, Johns Hopkins University.
749. Selim Can Bilgin, Partner at Kabine Law.
750. Shabbir Agha Abbas, PhD Candidate, University of Arizona.
751. Shahnaz Holliday, University of Plymouth.
752. Shahd Hammouri, University of Kent.
753. Shahid Qannam, PhD candidate, City Law School, University of London.
754. Shakuntala Banaji, Professor, LSE.
755. Shane Darcy, Professor, Irish Centre for Human Rights, University of Galway.
756. Sharika Thirananagama, Associate Professor, Stanford University Dept. of Anthropology.
757. Sharmila Parmanand, Assistant Professor, London School of Economics and Political Science.
758. Sheer Ganor, History, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
759. Shehnaz Abduljaber, University of Pennsylvania.
760. Sherene Seikaly, UCSB.
761. Shirin Saeidi, University of Arkansas.
762. Shohini Sengupta, Associate Professor, O.P. Jindal Global University, India.
Siddhartha Deb, Associate Professor, The New School
Siggie Vertommen, Assistant Professor at University of Amsterdam.
Sigrid Schmalzer, Professor of History, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Silvia Groaz, Professor of Architecture History, ENSA Paris-Est
Simidele Dosekun, Assistant Professor, London School of Economics and Political Science
Simon McKenzie, Lecturer, Griffith Law School
Simonne Sibilio, Associate Professor, Ca' Foscari University of Venice
Sinéad Mercier, PhD Researcher (international law), University College Dublin
Sinead Ring, Lecturer School of Law, Western Sydney University
Sophia Brown, postdoctoral researcher, Freie Universität Berlin
Sophia Stamatopoulou-Robbins, Associate Professor of Anthropology, Bard College
Sophie Richter-Devroe, Associate Professor, Hamad Bin Khalifa University
Souheir Edelbi, Lecturer, School of Law, University of Windsor
Sumayya Kassamali, Assistant Professor, University of Toronto
Suraya Khan, Assistant Professor, San Antonio College
Susan M. Akram, Clinical Professor, Boston University School of Law
Susan Power, Head of Legal Research and Advocacy, Al-Haq
Susanne Wessendorf, Professor of Social Anthropology, Coventry University
Suzana Rahde Gerchmann, PhD candidate and GTA at City, University of London.
Swati Chattopadhyay, Professor, University of California, Santa Barbara
Syed Muhammad Omar, PhD Research, University of Kansas
Syeda Masood, PhD candidate, Brown University
Talal Asad, Distinguished Professor Emeritus, City University of New York
Tamanisha J. John, Assistant Professor at York University
Tamsin Phillipa Paige, Senior Lecturer, Deakin Law School
Taner Akcam, Director of Armenian Genocide Research Program at Promise Armenian Institute, UCLA.
Tani Barlow, Professor of History, Rice University
Tania Saeed, Associate Professor, Lahore University of Management Sciences (LUMS), Pakistan
Tanya Serisier, Reader in Feminist Theory and Criminology, Birkbeck, University of London
Tanzil Chowdhury, Associate Professor of Public Law, Queen Mary University of London
Tarik Nejat Dinc, Visiting Assistant Professor, Reed College
Tariq Khan, Associate Professor, Govt College Township Lahore.
Tasniem Anwar, Assistant Professor, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Taygeti Michalakea, Postdoc Fellow, Panteion University
Tendayi Achiume, Professor of Law UCLA School of Law
Teresa Almeida Cravo, Associate Professor, University of Coimbra, Portugal
818. Terri Ginsberg, Faculty, City University of New York
819. Thalia Kruger, Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Antwerp
820. Thomas Blom Hansen, Professor of Anthropology, Stanford University.
821. Thomas Cowan, University of Nottingham
822. Thomas Earl Porter, Professor of Russian, Modern European and Genocide Studies, North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University
823. Tim Lindgren, Postdoctoral Fellow at Amsterdam Law School, University of Amsterdam.
824. Timothy Mitchell, Professor, Columbia University
825. Tom Frost, Senior Lecturer, Kent Law School.
826. Tom Pettinger, Research Fellow, University of Warwick
827. Tor Krever, Assistant Professor in International Law, University of Cambridge
828. Tori Fleming, Doctoral Student, York University
829. Traek Z. Ismail, CUNY School of Law
830. Trevor Lies, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Kansas.
831. Trevor Ngwane, Senior Lecturer, University of Johannesburg
832. Triestino Mariniello, Senior Lecturer in Law, Liverpool John Moores University
833. Ubeydullah Ademi, PhD Student, Northwestern University
834. Umair Pervez, Instructor University of Calgary
835. Usma Natarajan, LPE Faculty Fellow, Yale Law School
836. Valentina Zagaria, Research Associate, Anthropology Department, University of Manchester
837. Valerie Forman, Associate professor, New York University
838. Van Aken Mauro University of Milan-Bicocca, Italy
839. Vanessa Ramos, Asociación Americana de Juristas, President
840. Vanina Trojan, former Director, Irish Rule of Law International
841. Vasiliki Touhouliotis, Adjunct Faculty and Independent Scholar, Portland State University
842. Vasken Markarian, PhD, University of Texas at Austin
843. Vasuki Nesiah, Professor of Practice in Human Rights and International Law, The Gallatin School, NYU.
844. Véronique Bontemps, CNRS, France
845. Victoria Sanford, PhD, Lehman Professor of Excellence, Lehman College and the Graduate Center, City University of New York.
846. Victoria Veguilla del Moral, Pablo de Olvide University
847. Vida Samilian, Professor & Dean Emerita, CSU Fresno
848. Vidya Kumar, Senior Lecturer in Law, SOAS, University of London
849. Vikki Bell, Professor of Sociology, Goldsmiths, University of London
850. Vivian, Itala, Professor, Università degli Studi, Milano, Italy
851. Wade McMullen, international human rights lawyer, Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights
852. Wail S. Hassan, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
853. Walaa Alqaisyia, University of Venice-Italy.
854. Waqas Tufail, Reader in Criminology, Leeds Beckett University
855. Waseem Yaqoob, Lecturer, History of Political Thought
856. Wassim Naboulsi, Research Associate in IR, University of Sussex.
857. Wendy Brown, Professor, Institute for Advanced Study.
858. Wendy DeSouza, Adjunct Professor in Women and Gender Studies, Sonoma State University
859. Wendy Gifford, Professor, University of Ottawa
860. Wendy Pearlman, Professor of Political Science, Northwestern University.
861. William Robinson, Distinguished Professor of Sociology, University of California at Santa Barbara
862. William Mazzarella, Neukom Family Professor of Anthropology, University of Chicago
863. Yael Navaro, Professor of Anthropology, University of Cambridge
864. Yaseen Noorani, Associate Professor, University of Arizona
865. Yaser Amouri, PhD, Public International Law, Birzeit University, Palestine
866. Yasmeen Azam, graduate student, UC Berkeley
867. Yasmeen Hanoosh, Professor, Portland State University
868. Yasmine Kherfi, PhD Student, LSE
869. Yasmine Nahlawi, Legal Consultant.
870. Yolande Jansen, Professor, University of Amsterdam
871. Yosefa Loshitzky, Professorial Research Associate, SOAS, University of London
872. Yusuf Ahmed, Tutor, SOAS.
873. Zahra Ali, Assistant Professor at Rutgers University-Newark.
874. Zahra Moloo, PhD candidate, Human Geography, University of Toronto
875. Zakia Salime, Associate Professor, Rutgers
876. Zeina Jamal, PhD, Queen Margaret University
877. Zoé Samudzi, Visiting Assistant Professor, Strassler Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Clark University
878. Zoha Waseem, University of Warwick
879. Zoya Hasan, Professor Emerita, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi